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Abstract. In this work, we consider the problem of robust gaze estima-
tion in natural environments. Large camera-to-subject distances and high
variations in head pose and eye gaze angles are common in such environ-
ments. This leads to two main shortfalls in state-of-the-art methods for
gaze estimation: hindered ground truth gaze annotation and diminished
gaze estimation accuracy as image resolution decreases with distance.
We first record a novel dataset of varied gaze and head pose images in a
natural environment, addressing the issue of ground truth annotation by
measuring head pose using a motion capture system and eye gaze using
mobile eyetracking glasses. We apply semantic image inpainting to the
area covered by the glasses to bridge the gap between training and testing
images by removing the obtrusiveness of the glasses. We also present a
new real-time algorithm involving appearance-based deep convolutional
neural networks with increased capacity to cope with the diverse images
in the new dataset. Experiments with this network architecture are con-
ducted on a number of diverse eye-gaze datasets including our own, and
in cross dataset evaluations. We demonstrate state-of-the-art performance
in terms of estimation accuracy in all experiments, and the architecture
performs well even on lower resolution images.
Keywords: Gaze estimation · Gaze dataset · Convolutional Neural
Network · Semantic inpainting · Eyetracking glasses
1 Introduction
Eye gaze is an important functional component in various applications, as it
indicates human attentiveness and can thus be used to study their intentions [9]
and understand social interactions [41]. For these reasons, accurately estimating
gaze is an active research topic in computer vision, with applications in affect
analysis [22], saliency detection [42,48,49] and action recognition [31,36], to name
a few. Gaze estimation has also been applied in domains other than computer
vision, such as navigation for eye gaze controlled wheelchairs [12,46], detection
of non-verbal behaviors of drivers [16, 47], and inferring the object of interest in
human-robot interactions [14].
Deep learning has shown successes in a variety of computer vision tasks,
where their effectiveness is dependent on the size and diversity of the image
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Fig. 1. Proposed setup for recording the gaze dataset. A RGB-D camera records a set
of images of a subject wearing Pupil Labs mobile eyetracking glasses [24]. Markers that
reflect infrared light are attached to both the camera and the eyetracking glasses, in
order to be captured by motion capture cameras. The setup allows accurate head pose
and eye gaze annotation in an automated manner.
dataset [29, 51]. However, in deep learning-based gaze estimation, relatively
shallow networks are often found to be sufficient as most datasets are recorded in
constrained scenarios where the subject is in close proximity to the camera and
has a small movement range [15,20,28, 60]. In these datasets, ground truth data
are typically annotated in an indirect manner by displaying a target on a screen
and asking the subject to fixate on this target, with typical recording devices
being mobile phones [28], tablets [20,28], laptops [60], desktop screens [15], or
TVs [10]. This is due to the difficulty of annotating gaze in scenarios where the
subject is far from the camera and allowed to move freely.
To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to address gaze estimation
in natural settings with larger camera-subject distances and less constrained
subject motion. In these settings, gaze was previously approximated only by
the head pose [30,35]. Our novel approach, RT-GENE, involves automatically
annotating ground truth datasets by combining a motion capture system for
head pose detection, with mobile eye tracking glasses for eye gaze annotation. As
shown in Figure 1, this setup directly provides the gaze vector in an automated
manner under free-viewing conditions (i.e. without specifying an explicit gaze
target), which allows rapid recording of the dataset.
While our system provides accurate gaze annotations, the eyetracking glasses
introduce the problem of unnatural subject appearance when recorded from
an external camera. Since we are interested in estimating the gaze of subjects
without the use of eyetracking glasses, it is important that the test images are not
affected by an alteration of the subjects’ appearance. For this purpose, we show
that semantic image inpainting can be applied in a new scenario, namely the
inpainting of the area covered by the eyetracking glasses. The images with removed
eyetracking glasses are then used to train a new gaze estimation framework, as
shown in Figure 2, and our experiments validate that the inpainting improves
the gaze estimation accuracy. We show that networks with more depth cope
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Fig. 2. RT-GENE Architecture overview. During training, a motion capture system is
used to find the relative pose between mobile eyetracking glasses and a RGB-D camera
(both equipped with motion capture markers), which provides the head pose of the
subject. The eyetracking glasses provide labels for the eye gaze vector with respect to
the head pose. A face image of the subject is extracted from the camera images, and a
semantic image inpainting network is used to remove the eyetracking glasses. We use
a landmark detection deep network to extract the positions of five facial landmarks,
which are used to generate eye patch images. Finally, our proposed gaze estimation
network is trained on the annotated gaze labels.
well with the large variations of appearance within our new dataset, while also
outperforming state-of-the-art methods in traditional datasets1.
2 Related Work
Gaze datasets: In Table 1, we compare a range of datasets commonly used
for gaze estimation. In the Columbia Gaze dataset [52], subjects have their head
placed on a chin rest and are asked to fixate on a dot displayed on a wall whilst
their eye gaze is recorded. This setup leads to severely limited appearances: the
camera-subject distance is kept constant and there are only a small number of
possible head poses and gaze angles. UT Multi-view [53] contains recordings of
subjects with multiple cameras, which makes it possible to synthesize additional
training images using virtual cameras and a 3D face model. A similar setup was
proposed by Deng and Zhu [10], who captured eye gaze data points at extreme
angles by first displaying a head pose target, followed by an eye gaze target.
Recently, several datasets have been collected where subjects are asked to look
at pre-defined targets on the screen of a mobile device, with the aim of introducing
greater variation in lighting and appearance. Zhang et al. [60] presented the MPII
Gaze dataset, where 20 target items were displayed on a laptop screen per session.
One of the few gaze datasets collected using an RGB-D camera is Eyediap [15].
1 Dataset and code are available to the public: www.imperial.ac.uk/PersonalRobotics.
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Table 1. Comparison of gaze datasets
Dataset
RGB /
Image type
Annotation
#Images Distance
Head pose Gaze Head pose
RGB-D type annot. annot. orient.
CMU Multi-Pie [18] RGB Camera frame 68 Facial landmarks 755,370 ≈300cm X - All
BIWI [13] RGB-D Camera frame Head pose vector ≈15,500 100cm X - All
ICT 3D Head pose [2] RGB-D Camera frame Head pose vector 14,000 ≈100cm X - All
Deep Head Pose [38] RGB-D Camera frame Head pose vector 68,000 ≈200-800cm X - All
Vernissage [23] RGB (Robot) camera frame Head pose vector Unknown Varying X - All
Coffeebreak [8] RGB Low res. face image Head pose vector 18,117 Varying X - All
Eyediap [15] RGB-D Face + eye patches Gaze vector ≈62,500 80-120cm X X Frontal
MPII Gaze [60,61] RGB Face + eye patches Gaze vector 213,659 40-60cm X X Frontal
Columbia [52] RGB High res. camera image Gaze vector 5,880 200cm 5 orient. X Frontal
SynthesEyes [56] RGB Synthesized eye patches Gaze vector 11,382 Varying X X All
UnityEyes [55] RGB Synthesized eye patches Gaze vector 1,000,000 Varying X X All
UT Multi-view [53] RGB Eye area + eye patches Gaze vector 1,152,000 60cm X X All
Gaze Capture [28] RGB Face + eye patches 2D pos on screen > 2.5M Close - X Frontal
Rice TabletGaze [20] RGB Tablet camera video 2D pos on screen ≈100,000 30-50cm - X Frontal
Ours (RT-GENE) RGB-D Face + eye patches Gaze vector 122,531 80-280cm X X All
In addition to targets on a computer screen, the dataset contains a 3D floating
target which is tracked using color and depth information. GazeCapture [28] is
a crowd-sourced dataset of nearly 1500 subjects looking at gaze targets on a
tablet screen. For the aforementioned datasets, the head pose is estimated using
landmark positions of the subject and a (generic or subject specific) 3D head
model. While these datasets are suitable for situations where a subject is directly
facing a screen or mobile device, the distance between subject and camera is
relatively small and the head pose is biased towards the screen. In comparison,
datasets that capture accurate head pose annotations at larger distances typically
do not contain eye gaze labels [2, 8, 13,18,23,38].
Another way of obtaining annotated gaze data is to create synthetic image
patches [32, 55–57], which allows arbitrary variations in head and eye poses
as well as camera-subject distance. For example, Wood et al. [55] proposed a
method to render photo-realistic images of the eye region in real-time. However,
the domain gap between synthetic and real images makes it hard to apply
these trained networks on real images. Shrivastana et al. [50] proposed to use a
Generative Adversarial Network to refine the synthetic patches to resemble more
realistic images, while ensuring that the gaze direction is not affected. However,
the appearance and gaze diversity of the refined images is then limited to the
variations found in the real images.
A dataset employing a motion capture system and eyetracking glasses was
presented by McMurrough et al. [37]. It only contains the eye images provided
by the eyetracking glasses, but does not contain images from an external camera.
Furthermore, the gaze angles are limited as a screen is used to display the targets.
Deep learning-based gaze estimation: Several works apply Convolu-
tional Neural Networks (CNN) for gaze estimation, as they have been shown to
outperform conventional approaches [60], such as k-Nearest Neighbors or random
forests. Zhang et al. [60] presented a shallow CNN with six layers that takes an
eye image as input and fuses this with the head pose in the last fully connected
layer of the network. Krafka et al. [28] introduced a CNN which estimates the gaze
by combining the left eye, right eye and face images, with a face grid, providing
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the network with information about the location and size of the head in the
original image. A spatial weights CNN taking the full face image as input, i.e.
without any eye patches, was presented in [61]. The spatial weights encode the
importance of the different facial areas, achieving state-of-the-art performance
on multiple datasets. Recently, Deng and Zhu [10] suggested a two-step training
policy, where a head CNN and an eye CNN are trained separately and then
jointly fine-tuned with a geometrically constrained “gaze transform layer”.
3 Gaze Dataset Generation
Fig. 3. Left: 3D model of the eyetrack-
ing glasses including the motion capture
markers. Right: Eyetracking glasses worn
by a subject. The 3D printed yellow parts
have been designed to hold the eye cam-
eras of the eyetracking glasses in the
same place for each subject.
One of the main challenges in appearance-
based gaze estimation is accurately an-
notating the gaze of subjects with natu-
ral appearance while allowing free move-
ments. We propose RT-GENE, a novel
approach which allows the automatic an-
notation of subjects’ ground truth gaze
and head pose labels under free-viewing
conditions and large camera-subject dis-
tances (overall setup shown in Figure 1).
Our new dataset is collected following this
approach. The dataset was constructed
using mobile eyetracking glasses and a
Kinect v2 RGB-D camera, both equipped
with motion capture markers, in order to
precisely find their poses relative to each
other. The eye gaze of the subject is anno-
tated using the eyetracking glasses, while
the Kinect v2 is used as a recording de-
vice to provide RGB images at 1920x1080
resolution and depth images at 512x424 resolution. In contrast to the datasets
presented in Table 1, our approach allows for accurate annotation of gaze data
even when the subject is facing away from the camera.
Eye gaze annotation: We use a customized version of the Pupil Labs
eyetracking glasses [24], which have a very low average eye gaze error of 0.6
degrees in screen base settings. In our dataset with significantly larger distances,
we obtain an angular accuracy of 2.58± 0.56 degrees. The headset consists of a
frame with a scene camera facing away from the subject and a 3D printed holder
for the eye cameras. This removes the need to adjust the eye camera placement
for each subject. The customized glasses provide two crucial advantages over the
original headset. Firstly, the eye cameras are mounted further from the subject,
which leads to fewer occlusions of the eye area. Secondly, the fixed position of
the holder allows the generation of a generic (as opposed to subject-specific) 3D
model of the glasses, which is needed for the inpainting process, as described
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in Section 4. The generic 3D model and glasses worn by a subject are shown in
Figure 3.
Head pose annotation: We use a commercial OptiTrack motion capture
system [39] to track the eyetracking glasses and the RGB-D camera using four
markers attached to each object, with an average position error of 1mm for each
marker. This allows to infer the pose of the eyetracking glasses with respect to
the RGB-D camera, which is used to annotate the head pose as described below.
Coordinate transforms: The key challenge in our dataset collection setup
was to relate the eye gaze g in the eyetracking reference frame FE with the visual
frame of the RGB-D camera FC as expressed by the transform TE→C. Using
this transform, we can also define the head pose h as it coincides with TC→E.
However, we cannot directly use the transform TE∗→C∗ provided by the motion
capture system, as the frames perceived by the motion capture system, FE∗ and
FC∗, do not match the visual frames, FE and FC.
Therefore, we must find the transforms TC→C∗ and TE→E∗. To find TC→C∗ we
use the property of RGB-D cameras which allows to obtain 3D point coordinates
of an object in the visual frame FC. If we equip this object with markers tracked
by the motion capture system, we can find the corresponding coordinates in the
motion capture frame FC∗. By collecting a sufficiently large number of samples,
the Nelder-Mead method [40] can be used to find TC→C∗ . As we have a 3D
model of the eyetracking glasses, we use the accelerated iterative closest point
algorithm [6] to find the transform TE→E∗ between the coordinates of the markers
within the model and those found using the motion capture system.
Using the transforms TE∗→C∗, TC→C∗ and TE→E∗ it is now possible to convert
between any two coordinate frames. Most importantly, we can map the gaze
vector g to the frame of the RGB-D camera using TE→C.
Data collection procedure: At the beginning of the recording procedure,
we calibrate the eyetracking glasses using a printed calibration marker, which
is shown to the subject in multiple positions covering the subject’s field of view
while keeping the head fixed. Subsequently, in the first session, subjects are
recorded for 10 minutes while wearing the eyetracking glasses. We instructed
the subjects to behave naturally while varying their head poses and eye gazes
as much as possible and moving within the motion capture area. In the second
session, we record unlabeled images of the same subjects without the eyetracking
glasses for another 10 minutes. These images are used for our proposed inpainting
method as described in Section 4. To increase the variability of appearances for
each subject, we change the 3D location of the RGB-D camera, the viewing angle
towards the subject and the initial subject-camera distance.
Post-processing: We synchronize the recorded images of the RGB-D camera
with the gaze data g of the eyetracking glasses in a post-processing step. We
also filter the training data to only contain head poses h between ±37.5 degrees
horizontally and ±30 degrees vertically, which allows accurate extraction of the
images of both eyes. Furthermore, we filter out blinks and images where the
pupil was not detected properly with a confidence threshold of 0.98 (see [24] for
details).
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Fig. 4. Top row: Gaze distribution of the MPII Gaze dataset [60] (left), the UT Multi-
view dataset [53] (middle) and our proposed RT-GENE dataset (right). Bottom row:
Head pose distributions, as above. Our RT-GENE dataset covers a much wider range
of gaze angles and head poses, which makes it more suitable for natural scenarios.
Dataset statistics: The proposed RT-GENE dataset contains recordings
of 15 participants (9 male, 6 female, 2 participants recorded twice), with a total
of 122,531 labeled training images and 154,755 unlabeled images of the same
subjects where the eyetracking glasses are not worn. Figure 4 shows the head pose
and gaze angle distribution across all subjects in comparison to other datasets.
Compared to [53,60], a much higher variation is demonstrated in the gaze angle
distribution, primarily due to the novelty of the presented setup. The free-viewing
task leads to a wider spread and resembles natural eye behavior, rather than that
associated with mobile device interaction or screen viewing as in [15,20,28,60].
Due to the synthesized images, the UT Multi-view dataset [53] also covers a
wide range of head pose angles, however they are not continuous due to the fixed
placing of the virtual cameras which are used to render the synthesized images.
The camera-subject distances range between 0.5m and 2.9m, with a mean
distance of 1.82m as shown in Figure 5. This compares to a fixed distance of
0.6m for the UT Multi-view dataset [53], and a very narrow distribution of
0.5m± 0.1m for the MPII Gaze dataset [60]. Furthermore, the area covered by
the subjects’ faces is much lower in our dataset (mean: 100× 100 px) compared
to other datasets (MPII Gaze dataset mean: 485× 485 px). Thus compared to
many other datasets, which focus on close distance scenarios [15,20,28,53,60],
our dataset captures a more natural real-world setup. Our RT-GENE dataset is
the first to provide accurate ground truth gaze annotations in these settings in
addition to head pose estimates. This allows application in new scenarios, such
as social interactions between multiple humans or humans and robots.
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Fig. 5. Left: Face area distribution in the MPII [60] and our proposed RT-GENE
datasets. The resolution of the face areas in our dataset is much lower (mean 100×100px)
than that of the MPII dataset (mean 485×485px). This is mainly due to the larger
camera-subject distance. Right: Distribution of camera-subject distances for various
datasets [53,60]. RT-GENE covers significantly more varied camera-to-subject distances
than the others, with distances being in the range between 0.5m and 2.9m.
4 Removing Eyetracking Glasses
A disadvantage of using the eyetracking glasses is that they change the subject’s
appearance. However, when the gaze estimation framework is used in a natural
setting, the subject will not be wearing the eyetracking glasses. We propose to
semantically inpaint the regions covered by the eyetracking glasses, to remove
any discrepancy between training and testing data.
Image inpainting is the process of filling target regions in images by considering
the image semantics. Early approaches included diffusion-based texture synthesis
methods [1, 5, 7], where the target area is filled by extending the surrounding
textures in a coarse to fine manner. For larger regions, patch-based methods [4,
11,19,54] that take a semantic image patch from either the input image or an
image database are more successful.
Recently, semantic inpainting has vastly improved in performance through the
utilization of Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) architectures [21,44,58]. In
this paper, we adopt this GAN-based image inpainting approach by considering
both the textural similarity to the closely surrounding area and the image
semantics. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work using semantic
inpainting to improve gaze estimation accuracy.
Masking eyetracking glasses region: The CAD model of the eyetracking
glasses is made up of a set ofN = 2662 vertices {vn}
N
n=1, with vn ∈ R
3. To find the
target region to be inpainted, we useTE→C to derive the 3D position of each vertex
in the RGB-D camera frame. For extreme head poses, certain parts of the eyetrack-
ing glasses may be obscured by the subject’s head, thus masking all pixels would
result in part of the image being inpainted unnecessarily. To overcome this prob-
lem, we design an indicator function 1M (pn,vn) = {0 if ‖pn − vn‖ < τ, else 1}
which selects vertices vn of the CAD model if they are within a tolerance τ of
their corresponding point pn in the depth field. Each selected vertex is mapped
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Fig. 6. Image pairs showing the original images of the subject wearing the eyetracking
glasses (left) and the corresponding inpainted images (right). The inpainted images
look very similar to the subjects’ appearance at testing time and are thus suited to
train an appearance-based gazed estimator. Figure best viewed in color.
using the camera projection matrix of the RGB-D camera into a 2D image mask
M = {mi,j}, where each entry mi,j ∈ {0, 1} shows whether the pixel at location
(i, j) needs to be inpainted.
Semantic inpainting: To fill the masked regions of the eyetracking glasses,
we use a GAN-based image generation approach, similar to that of Yeh et al. [58].
There are two conditions to fulfill [58]: the inpainted result should look realistic
(perceptual loss Lperception) and the inpainted pixels should be well-aligned with
the surrounding pixels (contextual loss Lcontext). As shown in Figure 5, the
resolution of the face area is larger than the 64×64px supported in [58]. Our
proposed architecture allows the inpainting of images with resolution 224×224px.
This is a crucial feature as reducing the face image resolution for inpainting
purposes could impact the gaze estimation accuracy.
We trained a separate inpainting network for each subject i. Let Di denote a
discriminator that takes as input an image xi ∈ R
d (d = 224×224×3) of subject i
from the dataset where the eyetracking glasses are not worn, and outputs a scalar
representing the probability of input xi being a real sample. Let Gi denote the
generator that takes as input a latent random variable zi ∈ R
z (z = 100) sampled
from a uniform noise distribution pnoise = U(−1, 1) and outputs a synthesized
image Gi(zi) ∈ R
d. Ideally, Di(xi) = 1 when xi is from a real dataset pi of
subject i and Di(xi) = 0 when xi is generated from Gi. For the rest of the
section, we omit subscript i for clarity.
We use a least squares loss [34], which has been shown to be more stable
and better performing, while having less chance of mode collapsing [34, 62].
The training objective of the GAN is minD LGAN (D) = Ex∼p[(D(x) − 1)
2] +
Ez∼pnoise [(D(G(z)))
2] and minG LGAN (G) = Ez∼pnoise [(D(G(z)) − 1)
2]. In par-
ticular, LGAN (G) measures the realism of images generated by G, which we
consider as perceptual loss:
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Lperception(z) =
[
D
(
G(z)
)
− 1
]2
. (1)
The contextual loss is measured based on the difference between the real image
x and the generated image G(z) of non-masked regions as follows:
Lcontext(z|M,x) = |M
′ ⊙ x−M′ ⊙G(z)|, (2)
where ⊙ is the element-wise product and M′ is the complement of M (i.e. to
define the region that should not be inpainted).
The latent random variable z controls the images produced by G(z). Thus,
generating the best image for inpainting is equivalent to finding the best zˆ value
which minimizes a combination of the perceptual and contextual losses:
zˆ = argmin
z
(
λLperception(z) + Lcontext(z|M,x)
)
(3)
where λ is a weighting parameter. After finding zˆ, the inpainted image can be
generated by:
xinpainted = M
′ ⊙ x+M⊙G(zˆ). (4)
Poisson blending [45] is then applied to xinpainted in order to generate the final
inpainted images with seamless boundaries between inpainted and not inpainted
regions. In Figure 6 we show the application of inpainting in our scenario.
Network architecture: We performed hyperparameter tuning to generate
high resolution images of high quality. We set the generator with the archi-
tecture z-dense(25088)-(256)5d2s-(128)5d2s-(64)5d2s-(32)5d2s-(3)5d2s-x, where
“(128)5c2s/(128)5d2s” denotes a convolution /deconvolution layer with 128 output
feature maps and kernel size 5 with stride 2. All internal activations use SeLU [27]
while the output layer uses tanh activation function. The discriminator archi-
tecture is x-(16)5c2s-(32)5c2s-(64)5c2s-(128)5c2s-(256)5c2s-(512)5c2s-dense(1).
We use LeakyReLU [33] with α = 0.2 for all internal activations and a sigmoid
activation for the output layer. We use the same architecture for all subjects.
Training hyperparameter details: To train G and D, we use the Adam
optimizer [26] with learning rate 0.00005, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999 and batch size
128 for 100 epochs. We use the Xavier weight initialization [17] for all layers. To
find zˆ, we constrain all values in z to be within [−1, 1], as suggested in [58], and
we train for 1000 iterations. The weighting parameter λ is set to 0.1.
5 Gaze Estimation Networks
Overview: As shown in Figure 2, the gaze estimation is performed using several
networks. Firstly, we use Multi-Task Cascaded Convolutional Networks (MTCNN)
[59] to detect the face along with the landmark points of the eyes, nose and mouth
corners. Using the extracted landmarks, we rotate and scale the face patch so that
we minimize the distance between the aligned landmarks and predefined average
face point positions to obtain a normalized face image using the accelerated
iterative closest point algorithm [6]. We then extract the eye patches from the
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normalized face images as fixed-size rectangles centered around the landmark
points of the eyes. Secondly, we find the head pose of the subject by adopting
the state-of-the-art method presented by Patacciola et al. [43].
Proposed eye gaze estimation: We then estimate the eye gaze vector
using our proposed network. The eye patches are fed separately to VGG-16
networks [51] which perform feature extraction. Each VGG-16 network is followed
by a fully connected (FC) layer of size 512 after the last max-pooling layer,
followed by batch normalization and ReLU activation. We then concatenate these
layers, resulting in a FC layer of size 1024. This layer is followed by another FC
layer of size 512. We append the head pose vector to this FC layer, which is
followed by two more FC layers of size 256 and 2 respectively2. The outputs of
the last layer are the yaw and pitch eye gaze angles. For increased robustness, we
use an ensemble scheme [29] where the mean of the predictions of the individual
networks represents the overall prediction.
Image augmentation: To increase the robustness of the gaze estimator, we
augment the training images in four ways. Firstly, to be robust against slightly
off-centered eye patches due to imperfections in the landmark extraction, we
perform 10 augmentations by cropping the image on the sides and subsequently
resizing it back to its original size. Each side is cropped by a pixel value drawn
independently from a uniform distribution U(0, 5). Secondly, for robustness
against camera blur, we reduce the image resolution to 1/2 and 1/4 of its original
resolution, followed by a bilinear interpolation to retrieve two augmented images
of the original image size. Thirdly, to cover various lighting conditions, we employ
histogram equalization. Finally, we convert color images to gray-scale images so
that gray-scale images can be used as input as well.
Training details: As loss function, we use the sum of the individual l2
losses between the predicted and ground truth gaze vectors. The weights for
the network estimating the head pose are fixed and taken from a pre-trained
model [43]. The weights of the VGG-16 models are initialized using a pre-trained
model on ImageNet [51]. As we found that weight sharing results in decreased
performance, we do not make use of it. The weights of the FC layers are initialized
using the Xavier initialization [17]. We use the Adam optimizer [26] with learning
rate 0.001, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.95 and a batch size of 256.
6 Experiments
Dataset inpainting validation: We first conduct experiments to validate the
effectiveness of our proposed inpainting algorithm. The average pixel error of five
facial landmark points (eyes, nose and mouth corners) was compared to manually
collected ground truth labels on a set of 100 images per subject before and after
inpainting. The results reported in Table 2 confirm that all landmark estimation
algorithms benefit from the inpainting, both in increased face detection rate
and in lower pixel error (p < .01). The performance of our proposed inpainting
2 All layer sizes were determined experimentally.
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Table 2. Comparison of various landmark detectors [3,25] on the original images (with
eyetracking glasses), images where the eyetracking glasses are filled with a uniform color
(the mean color of the image), and inpainted images as proposed in our method. Both
the face detection rate and the landmark error improve significantly when inpainted
images are provided as input. The performance of MTCNN [59] is not reported, as it
would be a biased comparison (MTCNN was used to extract the face patches).
.5Landmark detection
method
Face detection rate (%) Landmark error (pixel)
Original Uniformly filled Inpainted Original Uniformly filled Inpainted
CLNF [3] 54.6±24.7 75.4±20.9 87.7±15.6 6.0±2.4 5.6±2.3 5.3±1.8
CLNF in-the-wild [3] 54.6±24.7 75.4±20.9 87.7±15.6 5.8±2.3 5.3±1.8 5.2±1.6
ERT [25] 36.7±25.3 59.7±23.0 84.1±17.9 6.6±2.3 5.8±1.7 5.1±1.3
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Fig. 7. Left: 3D gaze error on the MPII Gaze dataset. Right: 3D gaze error on our
proposed gaze dataset. The inpainting improves the gaze estimation accuracy for all
algorithms. Our proposed method performs best with an accuracy of 7.7 degrees.
method is also significantly higher than a method that naively fills the area of
the eyetracking glasses uniformly with the mean color (p < .01). Importantly
however, we found no statistical difference between the inpainted images and
images where no eyetracking glasses are worn (p = .16).
Gaze estimation performance comparison: We evaluated our method
on two de facto standard datasets, MPII Gaze [60] and UT Multi-view [53]3, as
well as our newly proposed RT-GENE dataset.
First, we evaluate the performance of our proposed gaze estimation network
on the MPII dataset [60]. The MPII dataset uses an evaluation set containing
1500 images of the left and right eye respectively. As our method employs both
eyes as input, we directly use the 3000 images without taking the target eye
3 We do not compare our method on the Eyediap dataset [15] and the dataset of Deng
and Zhu [10] due to licensing restrictions of these datasets.
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into consideration. The previous state-of-the-art achieves an error of 4.8 ± 0.7
degrees [61] in a leave-one-out setting. We achieve an increased performance of
4.3± 0.9 degrees using our method (10.4% improvement), as shown in Figure 7.
In evaluations on the UT Multi-view dataset [53], we achieve a mean error of
5.1± 0.2 degrees, outperforming the method of Zhang et al. [60] by 13.6% (5.9
degree error). This demonstrates that our proposed method achieves state-of-the-
art performance on two existing datasets.
In a third set of experiments, we evaluate the performance on our newly
proposed RT-GENE dataset using 3-fold cross validation as shown in Figure 7.
All methods perform worse on our dataset compared to the MPII Gaze and UT
Multi-view datasets, which is due to the natural setting with larger appearance
variations and lower resolution images due to higher camera-subject distances. We
confirm that using inpainted images at training time results in higher accuracy
compared to using the original images without inpainting for all algorithms
including our own (10.5% performance increase). For the inpainted images, our
proposed gaze estimation network achieves the best performance with an error
of 7.7± 0.3 degrees, which compares to [60] with an error of 13.4± 1.0 degrees
(42.5% improvement) and the previous state-of-the-art network [61] with 8.7±0.7
degrees error (11.5% improvement). These results demonstrate that features
obtained using our deeper network architecture are more suitable for this dataset
compared to the previous state-of-the-art.
Furthermore, ensemble schemes were found to be particularly effective in
our architecture. For a fair comparison, we also applied the ensemble scheme to
the state-of-the-art method [61]. However, we did not observe any performance
improvement over the single model (see Figure 7). We assume that this is due to
the spatial weights scheme that leads to similar weights in the intermediate layers
of the different models. This results in similar gaze predictions of the individual
models, and therefore an ensemble does not improve the accuracy for [61].
Cross-dataset evaluation: To further validate whether our dataset can be
applied in a variety of settings, we trained our proposed ensemble network on
Fig. 8. Sample estimates (red) and ground truth annotations (blue) using our proposed
method on the MPII Gaze dataset [60] (left) and our proposed dataset (right). Our
dataset is more challenging, as images in our dataset are blurrier due to the higher
subject-camera distance and show a higher variation in head pose and gaze angles.
Figure best viewed in color.
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samples from our RT-GENE dataset (all subjects included) and tested it on the
MPII Gaze dataset [60]. This is challenging, as the face appearance and image
resolution is very different as shown in Figures 5 and 8. We obtained an error of
7.7 degrees, which outperforms the current best performing method in a similar
cross-dataset evaluation [55] (9.9 degrees error, 22.4% improvement). We also
conduct an experiment where we train our ensemble network on UT Multi-view
instead of RT-GENE as above, and again test the model on MPII Gaze. In
this setting, we obtain an angular error of 8.9 degrees, which demonstrates the
importance of our new dataset. We also outperform the method of [50] (7.9
degrees error), which uses unlabeled images of the MPII Gaze dataset at training
time, while our method uses none.
Qualitative results: Some qualitative results of our proposed method ap-
plied to MPII Gaze and RT-GENE are displayed in Figure 8. Our framework can
be used for real-time gaze estimation using any RGB or RGB-D camera such as
Kinect, webcam and laptop camera, running at 25.3 fps with a latency of 0.12s.
This is demonstrated in the supplementary video. All comparisons are performed
on an Intel i7-6900K with a Nvidia 1070 and 64GB RAM.
7 Conclusion and Future Work
Our approach introduces gaze estimation in natural scenarios where gaze was pre-
viously approximated by the head pose of the subject. We proposed RT-GENE,
a novel approach for ground truth gaze estimation in these natural settings, and
we collected a new challenging dataset using this approach. We demonstrated
that the dataset covers a wider range of camera-subject distances, head poses
and gazes compared to previous in-the-wild datasets. We have shown that se-
mantic inpainting using GAN can be used to overcome the appearance alteration
caused by the eyetracking glasses during training. The proposed method could
be applied to bridge the gap between training and testing in settings where
wearable sensors are attached to a human (e.g. EEG/EMG/IMU sensors). Our
proposed deep convolutional network achieved state-of-the-art gaze estimation
performance on the MPII Gaze dataset (10.4% improvement), UT Multi-view
(13.6% improvement), our proposed dataset (11.5% improvement), and in cross
dataset evaluation (22.4% improvement).
In future work, we will investigate gaze estimation in situations where the
eyes of the participant cannot be seen by the camera, e.g. for extreme head
poses or when the subject is facing away from the camera. As our dataset allows
annotation of gaze even in these diverse conditions, it would be interesting to
explore algorithms which can handle these challenging situations. We hypothesize
that saliency information of the scene could prove useful in this context.
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